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THE BEST IN TURF EQUIPMENT
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612/455-8500  4600 Akron Avenue  Inver Grove Hts., MN 55075
This is the time of the year when we are all very busy with our summer routine but without the student workforce which makes up our full crews. We can get ourselves so tied down with our jobs that we forget "to stop and smell the roses" and to give proper attention to another important responsibility most of us have and that is our families. We cannot afford to neglect this important part of our lives. An understanding wife certainly plays an important part in our success.

There is a survey sheet included with the May meeting notice asking 1) your opinion on noon meeting vs. evening meeting; 2) if you are satisfied with the direction of your association; and 3) for suggestions you may have on how we can improve. Please fill this out and return to Nick Dunn for Board evaluation.

I would like to start a "Thinking Superintendent" section in our HOLE NOTES for any handy hints and ideas you would be willing to share with the rest of us. Pictures or sketches that help to explain the idea are encouraged. Ten dollars will be awarded for each idea published. Please submit your ideas to the M.G.A. office. I know there are many excellent ideas out there so let's hear them.

I would like to congratulate Robert E. Fisher of Duluth and Henry Toupal of Renville on being awarded Quarter Century pins for twenty-five years as members of our national association. Good going, men!

Thank you to Boots Fuller for being an excellent host for our April meeting. Although the weather didn't allow golfing, Boots gave an interesting presentation of his maintenance practices at Mankato C.C. and fielded questions. Much time was spent visiting which is always a good source of information for all of us.
NEED A SEEDER?
Why not choose the best?

MODEL
524-100

Jacobsen seeders plant your seed in the ground... where it belongs. Planting the seed prevents it from being washed or blown away or turning out to be the free lunch for the birds that broadcast-type seeders provide. With Jacobsen seeders you get 70% germination on overseeding as well as new seed beds. Broadcast-type seeders give you 10% to 15% germination on over-seeding and 30% to 40% on new seed beds. The cost of seed and labor makes the percent of germination an important consideration in your budget.

MODEL
548-100

And the Model 548-100 is more than a seeder. It removes thatch, aerates and plants the seed all in one operation. With the seeder attachment removed, it's still an Aero-blade that renovates, thatches, vertical mows, spikes and aerates areas that do not require overseeding. With the Model 524-100 Jacobsen seeder, one man can remove thatch, aerate and plant seed all in one operation. You get the same advantages of planting seed and maximum germination as with the larger Model 548-100.

Specialists in mowing and turf grass maintenance equipment
for: GOLF COURSES • CEMETERIES • SCHOOLS • PARKS
• LANDSCAPERS • INDUSTRY

LAWN GARDEN AND TURF
GOULD'S
SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT
3711 Lexington Avenue North
St. Paul, Minnesota 55112

FOR DEMONSTRATION CALL
612-484-8411
EARLY TREATMENT CAN REDUCE TURF PROBLEMS LATER IN SEASON

Declaring early battle on turf diseases means fewer problems later in the season. "Early fungicide treatment is the key to controlling turf diseases such as leaf spot, dollar spot and melting-out," says Todd Cutting, TUCO agricultural chemical technical extension field representative.

Like many other turf diseases, leaf spot spores over-winter in thatch and surrounding dead leaf matter. Spring rains splash these spores onto emerging leaf blades. As temperatures rise, fungus activity increases and more and more leaf tissue becomes infected.

"Even well-tended turf may show signs of leaf spot," Cutting says. "But if left untreated, the disease can infect the crown and rot the plant." This advanced stage, known as melting-out, means loss of turf plants. Stands of grass become very thin and large areas can be wiped out. Thus, early control of leaf spot inoculum is crucial and should be included in your disease control program. Cutting suggests applying a fungicide such as Acti-dione RZ in mid-April or earlier, immediately after the first mowing. "It seems that one early spray may be as good as two or three late ones," he notes. A second spray should follow three weeks later.

"If the disease is heavy, regular applications should be made at 7 to 14 day intervals. After the disease is arrested, return to 14 to 21 day intervals," Cutting recommends. With regular applications, a fungistat barrier can be established to help prevent diseases from spreading. Such a program could also help prevent melting-out. Since melting-out becomes apparent in early summer, unchecked leaf spot activity already has insured or destroyed the grass's root system, he explains. To enhance fungicidal activity and correct possible iron chlorosis of the grass, Cutting recommends adding ferrous sulfate to the tank mixture at a rate of 1/2 oz./1,000 square feet of turf area. Ferrous sulfate is an inorganic chemical of iron and sulfate, and iron is an important component of photosynthesis.

"We've been using ferrous sulfate with our fungicides since the early 1950's to increase the green of grass and improve the finish of turf," he explains. Data show that when turf is under stress, particularly during hot summer months, the grass plants have difficulty absorbing iron from the soil. When applied as a spray, iron can be foliarly absorbed through the leaf tissue. "Very early fungicide treatments could also aid in the control of pink snow mold, although most people tend to rely on fall snow mold treatments for protection," says Cutting. In addition, red thread and rust, although not in epidemic proportions early in the season, can be contained with early treatments, he notes. Red thread, identifiable by its distinctive round patches of pink or red, is a disease found in rye and fescue. Rust, a mid-fall disease that inflicts little damage in the spring, is just waiting for the appropriate time to start spreading, Cutting explains.
A NEW TURF MENACE

A topic discussed frequently during bull sessions amongst Chicago area golf course superintendents is the USGA stimpmeter. The majority of the comments are negative and yet our local chapters and our National GCSAA are afraid to take a stand on the stimpmeter issue. As a concerned turfgrass manager, I am going to stick my neck out and comment on this instrument, the USGA stimpmeter, which has become a thorn in the foot to many dedicated golf course superintendents. I realize I am not a million dollar money winning touring pro, but merely a golf course superintendent who is charged with maintaining the playing field to make the game of golf possible. I doubt if this letter will have any bearing on the issue at all, but anyway here I go!

In 1976, the USGA first brought the stimpmeter to the attention of the golfing public during the telecast of the U.S. OPEN. This introduction has been followed by a number of articles published in the USGA Green Section Record and in other golfing magazines. These articles have professed the opinion that the faster the putting surface the higher the quality of the putting green. Charts and tables have accompanied these articles stating what the USGA feels to be desirable speed readings for quality putting greens. These articles, charts, tables, stimpmeters and logic have gotten into the hands of the amateur, the low handicap country club members. All they feel they need is a stimpmeter and they feel that they can judge quality putting turf. They have no agronomic knowledge of soils, turfgrass varieties, or stress conditions, but base their opinions totally on the stimpmeter, a table and readings.

The following story may seem farfetched, but it actually happened in the northern suburbs of Chicago a couple years ago. There was this golfer, who happened to be a member of the Grounds of Green Committee of a neighboring country club, who got wind of the stimpmeter. He proceeded to purchase the device along with articles, charts, and tables. Instantly he felt he was an expert on judging quality putting turf. He began to experiment with his newly purchased toy at his home golf course, recording readings of putting green speed. After he had had his fill of reading of his own greens, he decided to trespass on neighboring golf courses to compare stimpmeter readings. I heard the fellow had visited my golf course, but I missed him! At a neighboring club he was confronted by the golf course superintendent and was lucky he did not come out of his own back yard.

He had not know if the green had been mowed that day or double cut. He did not know the turfgrass variety or the height of cut. He did not know anything except how to roll a ball down an aluminum bar. When he had finished his reading, he compiled his so-called expert data and proceeded to hassle the golf course superintendent at his home golf course. It took some time, but the golf course superintendent was finally able to put the stimpmeter packing trespasser in his place.

This is a good example of how the stimpmeter has put the golf course superintendent under undue stress. As a professional turfgrass manager I know that one cannot expect the same from every putting green. Greens differ widely on a single 18 hole golf course. Different greens have different soil mixtures, different turfgrass varieties and different exposures to the elements. You should not be expected to produce the same stimpmeter reading under the varied conditions; one cannot do it and maintain quality turf.

Take the putting green bentgrass varieties, Washington, Toronto, Penncross, Congressional, Penneagle, Evansville, Seaside or the old South German mixture. They all differ to a degree in their response to height of cut, ability to withstand wet-hot humid conditions and their reaction to stress. Many of the older golf courses do not have the same variety of turf on all greens; they have 3 of this, 6 of that and 9 of the other. Add to this some greens with a USGA soil mix, others with a 1-1-1 mix and a few others with a clay base. You cannot standardize them and expect a club to shoot for a uniform stimpmeter reading on all greens at all times.

It is a common practice in the Chicago area for golf course superintendents to strive to maintain uniform, smooth, true and GREEN putting surfaces. We alter our management practices to the turfgrass variety, soil and weather conditions. We may raise the height of cut during hot humid weather to avoid scalping. We irrigate to maintain a uniform moisture level. We follow preventative fungicide programs and strive to maintain a healthy turf. Our fertility practices are based on just enough nutrients to provide continual recovery from player damage. We topdress, aerify, spike, verticut, comb and brush as needed, to assure the best possible putting surface. These practices to produce a desirable putting turf are not based on a set stimpmeter reading, but instead on our agronomic and greenskeeping ability to provide our memberships a uniform, true, healthy and GREEN putting surface. 95 percent of the memberships at my club are not color blind; they can tell brown from green!

During this past summer I received a number of comments from members at my club concerning the television coverage of championship golf events. These people were wondering what was wrong with the greens on many of the golf courses that hosted USGA and PGA events. They noticed the brown turf. This condition stood out well on the television coverage of the USGA Women’s Open which was held here in the Chicago area. As I understand it, on the Monday of the tournament week, the golf course superintendent was told to maintain the greens according to the desired stimpmeter readings for tournament play. It made no difference that the area had received a heavy rainfall the night before—go ahead, let’s get that desired stimpmeter reading! I knew the greens; I knew them again; we want the speed! The results—SCALP!!

Neighboring golf course superintendents that day listened to their knowledge of putting green turf and not to some stimpmeter packing tournament official. Most golf course superintendents in the Chicago area that day elected to omit mowing their greens because of the wet soil conditions, and their greens stayed GREEN!! To me this was an excellent example of turfgrass abuse by the stimpmeter. Common sense, agronomic and greenskeeping knowledge were put aside in order to establish a set stimpmeter reading. True, not all greens were scalped that day by this action. Not all were the same; different grasses, different soils. The sad part is that the majority of the greens shown on television were the greens that were scalped the most. Was this fair to the membership of the host club to have this view shown of their club? Was it fair to them to be forced to play on recovering greens for the rest of the golfing season? Being a golf course superintendent myself, I can imagine how he felt; his heart was most likely broken. Yet, the stimpmeter is billed as a useful tool.

So far I feel fortunate, as yet I have not personally been confronted with the stimpmeter. But, I see it as an instrument that is doing more harm to the golf course superintendent than it could even do good. This harm continued on Page 9
We are not out to sell a “ONE BRAND” line at all costs, but to bring you products for your specific needs. Fertilizers formulated to match the growing conditions of your course. Chemicals that selectively control the pests and diseases that disrupt your turf.

Turf Supply Company
2970 Dodd Road, St. Paul, MN. 55121 • (612) 3106
GREEN CLIPS

CLIP 1: NEW REPRESENTATIVE. Brian Lein has joined Turfcare Products March 29, 1982 in a newly created position of Field Sales and Service Representative. Brian, formerly of Brackett's Crossing in Lakeville, is skilled in all areas of turf maintenance and will certainly be a great asset to our association. Turfcare Products is a major supplier of maintenance equipment to the turf care industry.

CLIP 2: NECROLOGY. We are saddened to report, belatedly, that Frank B. Anderson passed away on September 25, 1981. He joined M.G.C.S.A. in 1928 and was a superintendent at Anoka Greenhaven G.C. and Golden Valley Country Club. A donation has been made in his memory to the M.G.C.S.A. Research Fund.

CLIP 3: LEAK DETECTION DYE. The Toro Company has announced the availability of a new liquid hydraulic oil dye, Toro P/N-44-2500. The dye was developed for use in the hydraulic systems on Toro's turf maintenance equipment. The dye is mixed with a unit's hydraulic oil and gives it a red color. This allows for easy detection of hydraulic oil leaks so they can be repaired before damaging a green or turf area. Toro has approved the use of the new hydraulic oil dye for use on all of their turf maintenance equipment and has stated that the dye has been endorsed by Toro's hydraulic component suppliers as being totally soluble and in no way affects the warranties of their components. While the new dye will aid in the detection of hydraulic oil leaks, Toro stresses that the dye is not a substitute for good preventative maintenance programs.

CLIP 4: LUCAS NAMED GCSAA HISTORIAN. Melvin B. Lucas, Jr., CGCS, superintendent of Piping Rock Club, Locust Valley, Long Island, N.Y., has been named Honorary Historian of the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America, GCSAA President James A. Myllie, CGCS, announced. The appointment was made during the GCSAA Executive Committee's Post-Conference meeting in New Orleans. A member of the Golf Collectors' Society, Lucas maintains an extensive collection of historical golf books, antique maintenance equipment and more than 250 clubs dating back to the origins of the game. The appointment recognizes Lucas' efforts in establishing an accurate record of GCSAA and the golf course superintendent's profession as well as his contributions to the history of the game of golf.
Hey Superintendent!!!

Torro’s got industrial performance to do all of your jobs.

Greensmaster 3
For the greens

Parkmaster

Sand Pro
For the sand traps

Groundsmaster 72
For the fairways

Super Pro
For the roughs

Go with professional performance

Minnesota Torro, Inc.
14900 Twenty First Avenue North Minneapolis, Minnesota 55441
Phone (612) 475-2200
Membership Committee Report

The following report contains the actions of the Membership Committee for the months of March and April in the field of new members and classifications changes.

NEW MEMBERS: Mike McDowell, Class C and Jeff McIlrath, Class C both from Anoka Vo-Tech; Al Fitz, Class D, Town & Country Club; Mark Hovelson, Class D, Edina Country Club; Jim Krumwiede, Class BI, Interlaken Golf Club, Fairmont; Mary Sisson, Class D, Mankato Golf Club; Ed Scharmann, Class B, Farmers Golf and Health Club, Sanborn; Jerry Zavadil, Class F, Minnesota Toro; Jerry Anderson, Class F, Dakota Turf Supply.

REINSTATEMENTS: Joe Thein, Class F; Art Magnuson, Class F; Doug Hausman, Class A.

LIFE MEMBERS: Earl Knudtson and Jerry McCann.

CLASS CHANGES: Richard Dicks, Jr., Class A; Dale Melom, Class A; Tom Fischer, Class A; Maurice Anderson, Class A; Tom Watson, Class A; Dale Wysocki, Class A; LaMonte Swift, Class A; Thomas Johnson, Class A; Harold Davis, Class A; Mike Kasner, Class A; Doug Dieter, Class A; Jeff Naumann, Class A; Fred R. Anderson, Class A and Jim Nicol, Class A. Tedd Evans, Class B and Anita Halvorson, Class D.

NEW MEMBERS DON'T JUST HAPPEN - RECRUIT!

has come in the promotion of the stimpmeter, the placing of it into the hands of the sidewalk superintendent and the logic that the faster the putting surface the better, even if the turf will not tolerate it.

It seems unfair to me that an organization such as the USGA caters so closely to the low handicap golfer. Sure the touring pro and the under five handicap golfers claim they are better on fast greens. But over 90 percent of the membership at 99 percent of the golf courses do not fit into this class. The majority of the golfers like a putt that they feel they can control; it makes the game more enjoyable for them. Most golfers also love the color green, brown makes them feel that something is wrong. Brown goes with trouble; the more brown the member of a golf club sees, the more trouble the superintendent is in. There is that old saying of golf course superintendents, “When the grass is green, you are a hero; when it is brown, you are a bum!” This old saying still holds true today in the eyes of the average country club member.

The USGA has been beneficial for the golf course superintendent over the years. I have read the USGA Greens Section Record for over 18 years and still look forward to each issue. I have had problems, and the articles have helped me solve them. But this stimpmeter business is not in the best interest of the golf course superintendent, and it is not being received well. As it is, the golf course putting green is the most intensely cultivated crop in the world. No where do we find a plant continually put under such stress, and now we have the stimpmeter to stress our golfing turf further. I cannot help but feel—STIMP METERS ARE ANTI-GRASS.

One who speaks for the grass,
Julius Albaugh, Golf Course Supt.
Westmoreland Country Club

FOR SALE

JACOBSEN G-10 TURF TRACTOR
Contact Scott Hoffman, Madden Inn & G.C.
218/829-2811 - Extension 2173

5 GANG ROSEMAN ROUGH UNIT
3 WHEEL TOP RIDER (STEWARD TOP DRESSER)
Call Gary Peterson, Sundance Golf Club
612/425-5757

JACOBSEN F-10 7 GANG FAIRWAY MOWER.

Credit “The Bull Sheet” March 82 Vol. 35 No. 10
## BIG VALUE USED MACHINES FOR SALE

1. Jake 72" Out Front Commercial Mower
2. Jake 60" Commercial Rotary Mower
3. Jake F-133 - 5 reel gang
4. Jake Trap (King II) Trap Rake
5. Jake Greens Mower
6. Toro Super Fro
7. Toro 70 Tee Mower
8. Toro 76 Reel Mower
9. Toro Golf Car
10. Toro Greens Mower
11. Gandy 12 Granular Drop Fertilizer Spreader
12. Farm All 30 HP Tractor
13. Roseman Gang Mower (5 or 7 gang)
14. Howard 2 speed Rotary Mower, 48" Cut
15. Howard Hydro 60" Cut Rotary Mower
16. Howard Hydro 82" Cut Rotary Mower
17. Heckendorn 88" Cut Rotary Mower
18. National 36" Cut Reel Mower

## OTHER USED EQUIPMENT ON HAND

**KROMER CO.**

3455 CO. ROAD 44  
MOUND, MINN. 55364

BUS. (612) 472-4167  
RES. (612) 473-6920

---

**Keep this card handy. It could save you time and money.**

*Scotts ProTurf*

Senior Technical Representative
8064 Kentucky Avenue North
Brooklyn Park, Minnesota 55445
Telephone: 612/425-1023

Mike Redmond